
One successful collaboration often 
leads to another—that was the case 
with Snow Globe, a local furniture 
purveyor which was enlisted by 
its satisfied clients to provide 
furnishings for an aesthetics clinic. 
The Snow Globe team had initially 
styled and furnished the home of the 
owners, who soon became repeat 
customers with this new project. 

Snow Globe was tasked to pick 
out furnishings to match the new 
look of S Aesthetics. The clinic 
had recently moved to a larger and 
more central location, and wanted a 
modern and edgy interior to suit its 
new branding.

Based on the spatial design of the 
newly renovated clinic, Snow Globe 
founder Juliana Boh recommended 
a number of furnishings she 
deemed would be a good fit. “The 
furniture we selected suits the 
loft-like interior style. As there’s a 
lot of metal used on the facade, we 
chose materials such as leather, 
and also warm colours to make the 
experience a bit cosier,” she explains.

Although it was the first time 
the team were working with an 
aesthetics clinic, they took on the 
challenge with much enthusiasm, 

while carefully considering the 
unique needs of the project. “We 
learn new things in every project 
we undertake; in this case, we had 
to procure furniture suitable for 
commercial use, and not the usual 
residential furniture we typically 
work with,” says Boh.

For the waiting room, Boh 
selected faux-leather armchairs 
in camel brown. These are paired 
with blue side tables to inject a pop 
of colour into the space; the blue 
hue also offers a nod to the clinic’s 
signature colour. In the consulting 
rooms, leather task chairs provide 
comfort and support for the doctors; 
qualities much needed during the 
long hours of patient care. The walls 
were also dressed with art pieces 
selected by Snow Globe, depicting 
strong feminine figures. 

The process went smoothly 
for the team, as the clients “knew 
exactly what they wanted, made 
decisions quickly and cleared paths 
for us when required,” says Boh. The 
results speak for themselves. “The 
owners were very pleased with how 
the furniture and loose decor pieces 
really brought the concept to life,” 
adds Boh with much pride.

Snow Globe
28 Sin Ming Lane
#02-131 Midview City
Tel: 6334 0265
snowglobe.sg

S Aesthetics debuts a brand-new interior, complemented 
with a beautiful set of furnishings from Snow Globe
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Clockwise from top left:  
Snow Globe selected 
artworks featuring strong 
feminine figures to 
complement the curvaceous 
interior of the S Aesthetics 
clinic; a blue side table and 
a chair in a warm brown 
hue give the waiting room a 
welcoming feel; the doctors’ 
rooms are done up with sleek 
furnishings that provide both 
style and comfort
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